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1. INTRODUCTION

Significant event data from operating nuclear plants in many countries
consistently indicates human errors* are the root cause for 40-60% of operating station
significant events.

Because so much information is already in digital form, opportunities exist to
improve the CANDU control centre with retrofits that exploit this information. These
opportunities are enhanced because of rapid technological development in computers and
electronics, coupled with significant progress in the behavioural sciences that greatly increases
our knowledge of the cognitive strengths and weaknesses of human beings.

CANDU control rooms are undergoing retrofits and for future CANDU stations, a
new concept of the control centre is emerging. The objective is to significantly reduce the
incidence of human error, reduce operations and maintenance costs and improve both reliability
and safety.

It is important to note that the ultimate root causes of most human errors are not attributed
to plant operators or maintainers. The errors result from inadequate provision for human
factors in design, training and administrative procedure.
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2. DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS OF CANDU CONTROL CENTRES

AU CANDU Control Centres have certain characteristics which are indicators of
the quality of the overall design.

A few of the highlights are:

a. Information by Exception

In 60OMW CANDU stions the "dark panel" concept is followed. If there is a light on the
main control room panel it means there is a discrepancy - a deviation from the optimum. In
other CANDU stations, exceptions are indicated by colour coding, dark panel coding and
electromagnetic indicator orientation.

b. Operator Work Stations

A CRT/Keyboard combination is provided for each major plant system. Up to eight
operators or maintainers can work individually or as a team from that work station.

c. Use of High Resolution Graphic CRTs

Only CANDU control rooms, in the late 1970s and the 1980s utilized the discrimination
features of colour and made extensive use of graphics.

d. Integrated Displays

Starting on Bruce A in 1975, CANDU control rooms featured information display that cut
across traditional system boundaries bringing together a the information an operator needs
for a particular function such as reactivity management.

e. Good Anthropometrics

The panel layouts gave careful considerations to grouping of devices, consistent shape
coding, colour coding, tag identification coding and general user friendliness in the physical
layout.
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3. CONTROL CENTRE RETROFITS - GENERAL TRENDS

A brief overview survey of the activities in the control centre in operating
Canadian CANDU units reveals a consistent trend to the provision of additional computer
monitoring and surveillance facilities. This provides the operating staff with strategically
important integrated packages of previously scattered information. Often the data existed in the
station computers but could not be presented in a form that allowed the staff to make timely
decisions. Since all of this retrofit activity was initiated by and funded by operating stations,
immediate practical benefits will be realized. A few of the highlights are:

a. Bruce A

- The "flight recorder" described in this paper.

- Replacement of the DCC by a Varian clone

- Replacement of the obsolete Data General Safety System Monitor computer

- Proposed separate computer to handle display, annunciation and logging

b. Bruce 

- Alarm Recorder. An extension of the flight recorder concept (1)

- New plant wide LAN based information management systems.

c. Pickering A

- SDSB a retrofit shutdown system

- A monitor computer is part of SDSB

- Replacement of the IBM 1800 computers is being considered

- Replacement of the SDS trip meters and trip logic by digital logic and CRT screens.

d. Darlington

- Equipment Status Monitor and Process Data Distribution System

Details are given in Section 4 of this paper.

e. Gentill II

- Safety System Monitor

This exploits the opportunity to utilize existing safety system computer data to provide
operators with margin to trip and interchannel discrepancies to reduce the incidence of
forced outages.

- An Ethernet based plant information communication system is planned.

f. Lepreau I

- A comprehensive Ethernet based operations information system providing many
functions and services to operations staff.

- General Purpose Monitor Computer
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This retrofit uilizes a Hewlett Packard data acquisition front end, an AECL "Gateway card"
to acquire existing station computer information and an Ethernet data highway that performs
a wide range of operational and administrative functions in the station. The result is a
monitor system that can be used for many purposes in this station. Figure 6 summarizes the
wide verge of functions provided. Reference 4) provides more details.
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4. ONGOING RETROFIT PROJECTS

This part of the paper will focus on improvements to the already successful
implementations of computers in the CANDU control room and extension of the technology to
thL, technical support offices. We will refer to three computer based innovations that have been
in place at some stations but have yet to be developed to their full potential. Specifically:

a. The 'Flight Recorder'

b. The Process Data Distribution System

c. The Equipment Status Monitor System

4.1 INTRODUC71ON

Since these ternis are not formally included in the documented designs of
CANDU stations, brief explanations follow:

4.1.1 Flight Recorder

The term 'Flight Recorder' was coined in the late 1970's by the commissioning
team for Bruce NGS A. While the original design for the man machine interface did a superb
job of informing the operator about process alarms, it did not extend its functionality to provide
effective post-event analysis tools for the responsible technical support engineers. There were
attempts to store hardcopy of alarm printouts and trends, but with multiple computers, and
multiple units, exacerbated by the volume of data produced by the DCCs effective information
handling soon became unmanageable. In an attempt to focus on the need for a computer based
system that would record all alarms and possibly snapshot records of key data sets, the ten-n
"flight recorder" was introduced.

The metaphor of a flight recorder was of course, taken from the successful and
reliable automatic logging system carried by aircraft for examination after an accidental event.
It was intended to adopt the automatic recorder connotation while ignoring the disaster
reference. The intent was to enable the technical analyst to confirm theories and/or explore for
facts in SER (significant event report) postmortems.

The first such system was designed by AECL at Sheridan Park in 1982 and
deployed at Bruce A in 1983. Its programmed logic was a joint effort between AECL and the
Bruce NGS A staff. Its results were very encouraging and were adopted for retrofit using
modified technology at Bruce NGS. The flight recorder idea leads naturally into the more
comprehensive Process Data Distribution System.

4.1.2 Ile Process Data Distribution System

The term 'Process Data Distribution System' or PDDS, was proposed in 1990
at Darlington NGS A. The intent here is to refer to a system that would faithfully log all of the
"points" read in by the DCCs input/output system (including calculated variables) every two
seconds and to distribute them to any of the desktop PCs in the station. Although anyone
connected to the network can see the data, it is mainly intended for use by the Technical support
section. The function of PDDS includes the eventual collection of data from all other useful
source computers, safety system monitors and fuel handling systems.
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Since PDDS data structures hold the current copy of all alarm limits, it can
recreate the stations' alarm history as well. Thus PDDS functions can be viewed as a superset of
those of the flight recorder.

PDDS does not analyze the data - it distributes it like your electrical distribution
system distributes electrical energy. It is up to the user to perform technical surveillance or to
use the data to reach useful conclusions about the status of the plant. The PDDS has a passive
but enabling role.

A forerunner of the PDDS system was developed in 1978-79 at the Bruce A
station. The focus there was on providing the Reliability and Perf- r-mance unit personnel with a
way of gathering the heat balance data and quickly utilizing it in calculations, without the need
to key in the values. Basically the design utilized a numeric variable selection and dump routine
on the DCCs; to select the required data points, then allowed the user to punch out the data set on
paper tape. This data could be directly input to the spare DCC and utilized in any software that
the user wished to develop. 'Me immediate application was a FORTRAN written program to
perform a heat balance but was also used for a few other tasks as well. The technology of that
day seems crude by the standards of what could be achieved today but it did work and it did
form the basis of many of today's requirements for PDDS.

The commissioning staff at Gentilly II can also claim PDDS pioneer status. They
have the ability since early on in 1983 to send key physics related data sets, ex. flux maps to
their Montreal head office from Three Rivers utilizing modem technology.

'Me universality of the PDDS data can again be seen in the joint efforts between
AECL and Point Lepreau NGS where the same aims are currently being actively pursued.

Interim systems at DNGS include a system for delivering daily chemical data
from the lab to the Chemistry unit, using an in-house developed system of instrumentation,
computers, and modems. 'Mere is also a magnetic tape based system being programmed for the
DCCS that will make use of hourly log data of ALL of the approximately 6000 points on each of
9 DCCs at DNGS. 'Me magnetic tape will be read onto the Information systems IBM 4381
mainfi-ame where it will be stored and made available via IBM standard 3270 technology to
connect to its users (about 600 terminals). A feature of the system will be the users' ability to
download a data subset into the users PC hard drive where it will be imported to the standard
spreadsheet (LOTUS 123 and Quattro Pro). These standard packages will be used to the limit of
the users capability, taking advantage of the excellent graphic and mathematical features of the
modem spreadsheet programmes.

4. 1. J Equipment Status Monitor (ESM)

ESM is operational at Darlington 2). Its role is to provide for a computer based
solution to management of the plant configuration of operable devices, i.e. valves, breakers, air
supplies, etc. Extensions to the LAN are already planned to bring ESM terminals to the
Planning and Technical offices so that this information can be shared.
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The term ESM means Equipment Status Monitor. ESM was the product of the
imagination of many Design and Operating staff members who realized the need for a computer
based system that could assist in improving the operators cognizance of the lineup of their
operable equipment. Initially, conventional economic evaluations proved to be difficult to apply.
The original proponents were also held back by the computer market, waiting for an economic
but powerful workstation hardware and suitable data base and graphics software.

ESM in the early days, meant 'pinboarding' large flowsheets of the systems.
When work protection was applied for, the pinboards (located in the Work Control Area) would
be consulted for the current status of the devices; opened, closed, throttled. After the application
of work permit procedures, the operating staff would change the pinboard's tags, then reverse the
process when the permits were removed.

As time went by and stations grew more complex, the need for pinboarding
remained while the feasibility for doing it eroded. In the end Darlington Operators did not try to
maintain the practise. The only way to do the job was to refer to a normal flowsheet, then search
through the Order to Operate records for information on how the lineup had changed. Although
trades staff should still insist on cautious walkthroughs of the systems before accepting the
permits, their confidence in the operators' work should improve leading to better production
team efficiency. It is a clear requirement to account for their equipment status, but due to the
sheer volume of operable devices (over 15000 per unit, not counting power and air supplies) a
powerful and efficient data based system is required.

It was the lack of confidence in the process of keeping track of this magnitude of
operable devices, and a regulatory requirement for device lineup control that finally forced us to
focus on the inadequacies of the current practise. Evaluation of several uninspiring options
coupled with the convincing demonstration of a computerized graphics and barcode system led
to the approval to spend the money on the ESM system in 1988.

Today Ontario Hydro has a design for ESM based on the SUN Sparcstation
products connected in a local area network. The station mainframe is also connected to supply a
controlled, single source list of power and air supply devices. The design also features the user
of computer connectable bar code readers for field status transfer from/to the ESM server. ESM
is in service on the Tritium Removal Facility (chosen as a pilot) and is expected to be deployed
on the Darlington nuclear generating units starting in June of this year.

4.2 DESCRUMON AND BENEFITS

4.2.1 Flight Recorder

Since some of the flight recorder functions and benefits are carried over into the
PDDS concept, only a short description will be presented.

Briefly, the system is an on-line one relative to the DCCs. Alarms are already
being annunciated on the CRT in real time, and logged to the printer. The original flight
recorder idea was to redirect these DCC alarms to the moving head disk instead of the printer.
This action achieved four ends, viz.
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a. the timely retrieval of event related information which could not easily be lost or misplaced.

b. elimination of the need to print the alarms continually

c. the alarms could be easily read back with appropriate search criteria on or off the DCCs.

d. the alarms could be archived by removal of the moving head disk pack.

Since the design allowed selection of the printer, the moving head disk, or both
devices for alarm outputs it eliminated the need to store any printer paper at all and offered the
benefits of significantly lower printer paper and maintenance costs. These economic side
benefits easily justified the costs.

Figure I shows the selection menu for the Bruce Alarm Recorder.

4.2.2 PDDS:

The PDDS as previously mentioned, is being achieved by various means at
several CANDU Owners locations. There are different requirements and different technologies
behind the various designs. his paper will focus on the present day efforts at Darlington
Nuclear Generating Station.

The Darlington Nuclear Generating Station approach can be described as
occurring in three phases.

a. 'Me ability to collect, transmit, store, manipulate, and report on chemistry lab data. This
phase uses a minicomputer to PC system using modems and has been in service for several
years at Darlington Nuclear Generating Station A.

b. Phase II is a magnetic tape to tape system with source from DCC and destination the
IBM 4381 mainframe running the VM operating system. About 600 Darlington users are
connected using coaxial cable and 3270 emulation software (in their PCs).

c. A proposed a electronic design involves capturing the data at source every two seconds (on
most points) and delivering the data to a powerful file server via a token ring LAN. This
design, while sll not approved at time of writing, is based on a similar design being done at
a Nuclear Power Station, owned and operated by Duke Power in South Carolina, USA.

For Phase III the server would receive data on a continuous basis from each
source computer: DCC, Safety Monitoring, Fuel Handling Controller, etc. The data would be
queried on demand from any user connected to the IBM SNA network (present) or station LAN
(future).

The data will be viewed by the user in one of two venues. In the simplest mode,
the user will have access to relatively crude mainframe data lists, barcharts and trends. They
would also have the ability to specify user defined data sets for packaging and do-. mloading the
users PC hard drive.

In the second mode, the user would import the data sets (from his own partition
on the IBM VM storage) to Quattro Pro or Lotus 123 data formats. This gives the user almost
unlimited capabilities to manipulate the data, trend it, then display powerful graphics. These
tools of technical surveillance make it unnecessary to disturb control room operating staff or to
rely on the ability of clerical staff to retrieve paper copy.
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Design and simulator verification are two off site benefits to PDDS. It will be
possible to send a disk with a turbine or reactor trip incident with all pertinent data in time order
to design. New designs or tuning constants could be tried against the old scenario to help verify
improvements. Simulators could "play" their scenario using the present models vs. the actual
data, leading, to improved accuracy of modelling.

Finally, we should mention the intent to archive the data. Since it is a
requirement to do so, it has been a design goal to provide for storage for an indefinite time,
perhaps for the whole life cycle of the station. To accomplish this, we see the need to utilize an
optical disk storage sub system. With anticipated developments in optical storage capacities and
effective data compression techniques, we may be able to reduce the data some day to fit nicely
in a stack of shoe boxes.

Exact details of this design will have to wait for full approval and implementation
of the system.

4.2.3 Equipment Status Monitor

The equipment status monitoring is a complete computerization of the work
protection process from initial discussion of work permit requirements, preparation by an
operator, authorization, implementation, and finally removal.

The enabling feature of ESM was the bar coding early on of all operable devices -
a far sighted pre-ESM decision. A unique barcode on each device and careful use of an
impersonal device like a barcode reader, makes it nearly impossible to approach and
unknowingly operate the wrong equipment. Reading these tags is therefor, an important part of
the ESM process.

A cent actual event that occurred at Darlington Nuclear Generating Station in
the Tritium Removal Plant will be described so that the reader can appreciate the part played by
the barcode reader. The following is an excerpt from a Darlington Nuclear Generating Station
document called a "Report to the Production Manager"; an event of serious nature but less so
than a "Significant Event Report".

"During performance of OTO 69510... power supply 0-53330-MCCO52-B3
was incorrectly opened, tested and tagged. The correct device on OTO was
0-53330-MCCO-52L-B3".

This mistake is easily made by even a trained operator, but would certainly have
been picked up by an accurate barcode reader. As a matter of record, the Managers' response
was to "give more urgency t installing the ESM system to avoid errors of this type".

A well accepted data integrity strategy calls for a single source of a data set with
one owner/update person. This principle, and the need to avoid clogging up the ESM databases
with thousands of more devices, led to a decision to use the official verified list of air and power
supplies resident on the Darlington Nuclear Generating Station mainframe storage.
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To place a permit on a system requiring isolation, one would bring up the
dynamic flowsheet on an ESM terminal, and either start selecting devices into a properly
sequenced order to operate, or bring in a previously recorded but relevant version of what is
currently requireA Either an original or an edited version can be prepared and downloaded into
a barcode reader as well as its being used to create a permit document output to a laser printer.

Field implementation will involve walking" the permit with a barcode reader,
malting a operations AFTER scanning a barcode tag on each field device, then returning to the
ESM terminal to download the completion status to the server database. Figure 2 illustrates a
typical OTO".

The ESM data source is the equipment database of all of the stations operable
devices taken from Computer Aided Drafting (CAD) produced flowsheets (see Figure 3 Once
the flowsheet devices are converted to symbols in the database, their description state, and
involvement in an existing or pending permit can be displayed on the high resolution screen.
The graphic then, becomes a dynamic live flowsheet. You may be interested to know that the
Darlington Nuclear Generating Station will have a total of 2350 such flowsheets including those
of four units, the common processes, and the Tritium Removal Plant. Even floor layouts with no
operable devices wl be included. The Darlington breakdown is:

Operating Facility Flowsheets

TRF 150

Common Processes 600

Units to 4 4 X 4QQ Approximately 13 operable devices each.

Total: 2M

The main benefit then, is an up-to-date knowledge of the state of all operable
devices - a necessary responsibility to ensure the safe operation of the GS. This accuracy will
lead to:

• faster permit preparations since the operating flowsheets are used to select the isolating
devices, and since past completed permits are available for recall (ex. a major turbine permit
may easily involve over 120 valves).

• safer work protection since previously approved permits will be on file and recalled when
applicable.

• safer work protection since it is extremely unlikely that a barcode reader would read the
device identification code in error.

• higher long term capacity factors due to shorter commissioning perijds, shorter outages,
and fewer human errors during maintenance.

• Improved accident management because the operating staff will be confident in that they
know the actual status of every operable device in the plant.

Figure 4 iustrates the Darlington ESM equipment configuration and installation
schedule.
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5. FUTURE CANDU STATIONS

The control centre for future CANDU designs will feature new concepts in
information management 3). Substantial reductions in &M cost and improved safety will be
realized.. Figure illustrates the concept. The following points summarize the features and
concepts.

5.1 RAnONALIZING CONFLICTING OBJEC71VES

The Chernobyl and Three Mile Island incidents were partly the result of
conflicting operational objectives. Procedures in these plants did not adequately resolve the
potential for inappropriate action. For example, at Three Mile Island, the objective to cool the
fuel conflicted with the objective to maintain two phases in the pressurizer. For future CANDU
stations, the human machine interface, the detailed procedures, and the detailed interface design
will be systematically derived from. a complete set of high level operational objectives.
Instances where safety objectives conflict with production objectives will be identified, and then
addressed in the design phase.

5.2 AUTOMATION

In future CANDU control rooms, automation will seek to transfer the low level,
distracting, and stressful procedural tasks from the human to the machine. Both manipulative
and cognitive tasks of this type will be automated. For example, the normal equipment
sequencing required to valve in the shutdown cooling system will be performed by the machine.
This will allow the human more freedom to perform at the level of a planner or situation
manager. When complex manual sequences are automated, the operator must still be kept aware
of and involved with the process. A key factor will be to provide the operator with flexibility in
manual interaction with sequences and procedures.

5.3 EMPOWERING THE OPERATIONS STAFF

In the past, the control room design left to the operating station staff with
insufficient scope to apply their experience to determine the form of information presentation or
to define operating methodologies. Fourth generation control rooms will utilize CRT-based
operating consoles for interaction and banks of CRTs for information displays. The utility will
have more capability to influence operational procedures and make changes over the life of the
plant.

5.4 CHANGING THE DESIGN PROCESS

For the advanced CANDU control centre, the design process is a significant
departure from pvious practice. The traditional approach was to break the information
interface down by plant system or equipment. Each system designer then specified the alarms,
displays, and control interactions they believed were adequate in that narrow context. The
station technical unit was then given the job of creating operating and emergency procedures
based on the design as given. In the new approach, after the basic plant operational
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requirements are established, draft procedures will be produced. Then a mixed team of
designers and operating staff will define an information/interface system design that will be
based on the objectives, tasks and activities of the operators.

5.5 CONTEXT SENSITIVE INFORMATION

The traditional large area of panels containing complex configurations of
handswitches, recorders, meters and indicator lights will be eliminated. 'Me operator interface
will consist mainly of computer consoles that will provide information to the operator that has
been processed to reflect the context of his specific objectives and tasks in each particular
situation.

5.6 "BLACKBOARD DISPLAYS"

In addition to the CRT-based display system, large dynamic colour graphic mural
mimics will be available. One might depict the major equipment and system status of the entire
plant. Another may provide an easily interpreted picture of critical plant parameters and how
they are changing or interacting. These displays are the "blackboards" upon which information
is presented to everyone in the control centre without censoring because of limitations in the size
of regular CRTs. Current plant satus at the most detailed level will be available on both the
"blackboards" and console CRTs. Figure iustrates these features.

5.7 COMPUTER ASSISTED PROCEDURES

Computer assisted procedures will minimize the need for paper procedures. The
operators will use CRT screens that present integrated text, graphics and check lists. The
displays will guide them in a systematic and rapid execution of the procedure. A particularly
valuable aspect of the procedure presentation is an Event Confirmation Field which, at each
stage of an event specific procedure, indicates to the operator if plant conditions are confirming
the correct event diagnosis. Some of the procedures may be "context sensitive" in that the
computer will edit and simplify them based on its knowledge of the actual state of the plant (e.g.
it will not display an instruction to turn on a pump that is already on, but the status of the pump
would be shown because it is key to the success path of the procedure).

5.8 DECISION SUPPORT ACILITY

In advanced control rooms a knowledge-based decision support system utilizing
several on-line expert systems wl provide the operator with information and, when appropriate,
a "what if' query facility to help him anticipate and plan for future action. Associated with this
facility are knowledge-based event diagnostics that will help the operator to locate root cause
events. The output is in the form of recommendations with the rationale for each
recommendation provided on request.

Already available is a system to inform the operator which channel to fuel next
and another to indicate the exact channel containing a defective fuel bundle.
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5.9 VOICE ANNUNCIATION

Voice annunciation may be tested in a few selected situations where redirecting
the operator's attention is imperative. For example, voice may be used to announce that the
entry conditions for an Emergency Operating Procedure have been realized.

5.10 EQUIPMENT CONFIGURATION AND STATUS

Plant Equipment Status Schematics on the control room CRT will be operated
directly from the plant Computer Aided Design and Drafting data base. The state of devices
such as locally operated valves will be semi-automatically updated on the CRT displays from
barcode readers connected into the data highways by the plant operating personnel.

5.11 OPERATING INFORMATION SYSTEM

The basis for an Operation Information System will be provided. his capability
will electronically integrate and automate many of the tedious, labour intensive activities
associated with operating a nuclear station. For example, maintenance records, work control,
exposure statistics, equipment status, event logging and reporting and work scheduling. 'Me
result will be a reduction in operating costs and operator and maintainer workloads. This facility
will be developed by the operating utility associated with the plant.

5.12 STANDARDIZATION OF EQUIPMENT AND CONSISTENCY OF DESIGN

Although there may be several design and architect engineers performing the
equipment selection. The layout, architecture, human factors and control philosophies will be
performed by a single authority.

5.13 ACCESS TO CONTROL ROOM DATA

Because all plant data is available on high speed data highway, access will be
provided to all control room monitoring information for use in the plant management computer
system or from a terminal on or off the site.

5.14 TESTING

In future CANDU units, more testing will be automated to reduce human errors
that are often associated with tedious, repetitive tasks. When manual tests are required, the
design ensures that tests are "non-intrusive". This ensures that maintenance staff do not modify
or contact the internals of the plant equipment to carry out the tests (for example, relay terminal
jumpers).

5.15 COST

The reduction of fixed panels, utilization of CRT-based operator consoles, the
application of computers to operational configuration control and the reduction in trunk cabling
has the potential to yield significant costs benefits.
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6. CONCLUSION

Retrofits in the Control Centre are providing powerful information management
tools for the plant operators and maintainers. This is a unique advantage for operating CANDU
units because most of the information is already in digital form.

ffigh quality information is on the CANDU Owner's doorstep and we must
extend that confidence in our abilities to deploy and use it. We foresee new innovations in
graphic representations, applications of expert system based methods, and multi-media
technology directed to training and rehearsal activities as promising examples of even more
advanced retrofits into the CANDU operating environment.

Future CANDU control centres will combine the principles of cognitive science,
new technology and lessons learned by CANDU operations and design. 'Me operators use tools
that are crafted to serve their objectives and work on their tasks. Most important, the operator
has time and support systems to function on a level that exploits his unique ability to innovate
and form strategies to deal with unanticipated or obscure cause events.
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23 JUL.88 EX ALARM RECORDER 15:33:35

STORED MESSAGES START FROM HH:MM 00 MMM YY

DEFINE SEARCH INTERUAL: CURRENT SELECTIONS:
I START: ENTER /HH/Hfl/0D/HH/YY HH:lm 0 mmm y

Z END: BO Z/HH/HH/0D/MM/YY HH:MH 00 mm y

PRINT: 3 SELECT PAGE LIMIT: M 3/PP CURRENT PAGE LIMIT: XX
4 ALL MESSAGES

5 MESSAGE CLASS: ENTER OR CLASS I
6 UNIQUE MESSAGE: DO OR 6 CLASS I MESSAGE I

10 ABORT CURRENT FUNCTION

SELECT MODES: CURRENT MODES:

I I NORMAL 12 SUSPEND NORMAL,

13 RECORD 14 ECORD/PRINT RECORD/PRINT

ALARM RECORDER FAILURE OR MAJOR FAULT
A.//R EQUIPMENT FAULT OR LASER DISK FULL

ENTER:



All- AECL FACL
AECL CANDU EACL CANDU

PURPOSE OF ORDER

To pump out 0-39360-TR1 701 to a Drum

Item Device Operation
1 0-3931 -V2208 Check closed

2 0-39360-VI 716 Check closed Caped

3 0-39360-Vl 718 Check closed Caped

4 0-39360-Vl 715 Check Open

5 0-39360-Vl 719 Check Open

6 0-39360-Vl 752 Open

7 0-39360-Pl 701 Have C/RM Select on

8 0-38500-VH82 Check Connected to Drum Check
Vented Active

9 0-38500-VH82 Open to Fill Drum

1 0 0-38500-VH82 Close

TYPICAL ORDER TO OPERATE

2 D6r00
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